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The phase diagram of the two center Lennard-Jones model as obtained
from computer simulation and Wertheim’s thermodynamic
perturbation theory
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The global phase diagram~i.e., vapor–liquid and fluid–solid equilibrium! of two-center
Lennard-Jones~2CLJ! model molecules of bond lengthL5s has been determined by computer
simulation. The vapor–liquid equilibrium conditions are obtained using the Gibbs ensemble Monte
Carlo method and by performing isobaric-isothermal NPT calculations at zero pressure. In the case
of the solid phase, two close-packed solid structures are considered: In the first structure, the
molecules are located in layers and all molecular axes point in the same direction; and in the second
structure, the atoms form a close-packed arrangement but the molecular axes of the diatomic
molecules have random orientations. It is shown that at the vapor–liquid–solid triple-point
temperature, the orientationally disordered solid is the stable structure for the solid phase of this
model. The vapor–liquid-disordered solid triple-point temperature of the 2CLJ model, with bond
lengthL5s, is located atT* 50.650(4). This is very close to the triple-point temperature of the
Lennard-Jones monomer system (T* 50.687). At very low temperatures, the ordered solid is the
stable phase. The vapor-ordered solid-disordered solid triple point is situated atT* 50.282. The
simulation data are compared to Wertheim’s first-order thermodynamic perturbation theory~TPT1!
for the fluid and solid phases. It is found that Wertheim’s TPT1 not only provides an accurate
description of the equation of state in both the fluid and solid phases, but also provides accurate
values of the free energies. The prediction of Wertheim’s TPT1 for the global phase diagram of the
2CLJ model shows excellent agreement with the simulation results, illustrating the possibility of
using Wertheim’s perturbation theory to determine not only the vapor–liquid equilibria but also the
global phase diagram of simple chain model molecules. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the initial computer simulations in the 1950’s,
considerable amount of work has been devoted to the de
mination of the phase diagrams of model molecular syste
The calculation, by means of computer simulation, of
phase diagrams of the hard-sphere1,2 and Lennard-Jone
monomer systems3 have played an important role in improv
ing our understanding of the states of matter. In the
twenty years, the phase diagrams of a number of model
tems ~including solid and liquid-crystalline phases! have
been obtained by using computer simulation. For exam
studies have been carried out for hard ellipsoids,4 hard
spherocylinders,5 hard cut spheres,6 hard dumbbells,7–9 qua-
drupolar hard dumbbells,10 fully flexible hard chains,11,12

a!Electronic mail: cvega@eucmos.sim.ucm.es
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hard charged spheres,13–15 Gay–Berne molecules,16,17 and
simple point charge model water molecules.18

The calculation of the complete phase diagram of a p
posed model system can now be carried out within a reas
able amount of time due to the increased speed of mod
computers. However, brute force computational power is
the only key to the success of simulation studies; much cr
is due to the development of simulation techniques for
determination of phase equilibria. These techniques are
Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo19 and the NPT1test particle
methods,20 which are very useful in determining the vapor
liquid equilibria, the Gibbs–Duhem integration method,21,22

which becomes an invaluable tool when determining flui
solid equilibria, the Rahman–Parrinello technique, essen
in the study of solid phases,23,24 and Einstein-crystal calcu
lations, which provide the free energies of solid phases.25 A
general approach to the determination of global phase
grams by computer simulation would entail:
6 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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~a! Obtaining the vapor–liquid equilibria using the Gibb
ensemble Monte Carlo technique~or the NPT1test
particle method!, and determining the orthobaric den
sities at low pressures by carrying out NPT simulatio
at zero pressure.

~b! Determining the equation of state~EOS! of the solid
for one isotherm using the Rahman–Parrinello te
nique ~or one of its Monte Carlo counterparts!, and
performing free-energy calculations in the equilibriu
unit cell using Einstein-crystal calculations.

~c! Performing a Gibbs–Duhem integration to obtain t
complete fluid–solid equilibrium curve.

These are the steps that have been followed in the dete
nation of the global phase diagram of model two-cen
Lennard-Jones~2CLJ! molecules studied in this work.

Following the success of the Lennard-Jones~LJ! inter-
molecular potential as a model for atomic fluids, one of
simplest molecular models that can be proposed is the 2C
This model consists of two LJ centers with potential para
eterse ands separated from one another by a reduced b
length of L* 5L/s. The vapor–liquid equilibria of 2CLJ
model molecules with different values ofL* has been stud
ied by a number of authors,26–30and has been the subject
interest in a large number of theoretical studies.31–35 Some-
what surprisingly, the fluid–solid equilibria has not be
considered in detail, the only exception being the work
Lisal and Vacek36 who have determined the global pha
diagram ~vapor–liquid–solid! for a 2CLJ system with
L* 50.67 by molecular-dynamics computer simulations a
using the Gibbs–Duhem integration method.

In terms of theoretical developments in the field of p
turbation theory and equations of state of complex fluids
the 1980’s Wertheim37–40 presented a series of seminal p
pers developing a theory for associating fluids. It has si
been shown that when the association strength become
finitely strong, chains can be formed from a fluid of asso
ating monomers,41,42 thus, an EOS for a chain composed
freely jointed tangent monomers can be derived solely us
the thermodynamic information of the monomer referen
fluid. In the simplest implementation of the theory, known
first-order thermodynamic perturbation theory~TPT1!, the
only information required to build an approximate EOS f
the chain fluid is the EOS and the pair correlation function
the monomer fluid at contact. Although Wertheim’s forma
ism was originally aimed at the study of hard chains, it w
soon realized that it could also be applied to LJ chains.43–47

Recently, we have explored the possibility of furtheri
the usefulness of Wertheim’s TPT1 by applying it to the so
phase. Vega and MacDowell48 have shown that Wertheim’
TPT1 can be employed in the treatment of the solid phase
freely jointed hard-sphere chain molecules, obtaining ex
lent agreement with the simulation results of Malanoski a
Monson.11 This work has been extended by Blaset al.49 to
deal with fully flexible hard-chain molecules with segmen
segment attractive interactions treated at the mean-field l
of van der Waals. Similar results have also been obtaine
two dimensions.50 Encouraged by these findings, we ha
extended Wertheim’s TPT1 to model the solid phase of
Downloaded 08 Oct 2003 to 147.96.5.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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chains,51 and have been able to show that the approach p
vides a good description of the EOS and good results for
internal energy of the solid phase of LJ tangent dimers~2CLJ
with L* 51). It is important to note that Wertheim’s TPT
can only be used to describe chains formed by ‘‘tange
spheres~i.e., those with reduced bond lengthsL* 51). Since
Wertheim’s TPT1 can provide an accurate description of
EOS of the 2CLJ model withL* 51 in the fluid and solid
phases, it is natural to wonder whether it could be used
describe the global phase diagram of the 2CLJ model. I
important to mention at this stage that an accurate EOS
the solid phase does not necessarily guarantee the co
prediction of the fluid–solid equilibria, as the theoretical a
proach must also provide good estimates for the free ener
in the solid phase. In this work, we determine the pha
diagram of the 2CLJ model~with L* 51) using computer
simulations, and we compare the phase diagram obtaine
this way with that obtained using Wertheim’s TPT1.

The study of the solid phases of 2CLJ model molecu
implies that a number of structures should be conside
While a system of LJ monomers freezes into a face-cente
cubic ~fcc! close-packed arrangement, in the case of 2C
molecules withL* 51, it is possible to construct, based o
the closed-packed configuration of the LJ monomer solid
number of distinct solid structures. Vega, Paras, a
Monson8 have presented several structures of this type
hard diatomic~hard dumbbell! molecules; each of the ar
rangements are possible configurations for 2CLJ molecu
In these structures, the molecules are located in layers,
the molecular axes of all the molecules in a layer point in
same direction. In the particular case of the so-called clos
packed 1~CP1! structure, the molecular axes of each of t
molecules in each of the layers point in the same directi
In the present work, the CP1 configuration is considered
one of the possible solid structures of the 2CLJ tang
model. This CP1 solid structure will be denoted as the
dered solid. It was found in Ref. 8 that the differences b
tween the free energies of different ordered solid structu
were small, indicating that the CP1 is a good representa
of these ordered structures. However, it is unlikely that
dered structures correspond to the stable solid phase fo
2CLJ tangent model. Wojciechowski, and co-workers52,53

were the first to suggest that forL* 51, it is possible to build
a solid structure where the atoms follow an fcc close-pac
arrangement, but where the bonds are randomly loca
within the solid, with no long-range orientational order b
tween the bond vectors. We also consider this structure
this work and denote it the disordered solid. In fa
Wojciechowski et al.52,53 have shown that the stable sol
structure of tangent hard-disk dimers in two dimensions
formed by a close-packed arrangement of atoms with a
ordered arrangement of bonds. The same idea holds true
hard chains in three dimensions,11 and one may expect tha
the same would occur for a three-dimensional 2CLJ tang
dimer. In this work, it will be shown that the disordered so
is the stable solid structure for most thermodynamic con
tions ~with the exception of very low temperatures!.

This article is organized as follows: In Sec. II, the exte
sion of Wertheim’s theory to model solid phases of LJ cha
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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is described, in Sec. III, we provide details of the compu
simulations performed in this work, in Sec. IV, the results a
presented, and in Sec. V, conclusions are discussed.

II. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF WERTHEIM’S
PERTURBATION THEORY

It is now well known that Wertheim’s TPT1 can be us
to describe the properties of LJ chains in the fluid phas54

This was first suggested by Chapman,43 and later confirmed
by Johnsonet al.45 The possibility of extending Wertheim’
TPT1 to treat solid phases has only recently be
explored.48,50,51It has been shown that an accurate desc
tion of the EOS and internal energies of the 2CLJ tang
model in the solid phase can be obtained following the id
of the TPT1 theory of Wertheim. Details of the extension
Wertheim’s TPT1 to model solid phases of LJ chains ha
been given elsewhere;51 here, we provide only an overview
of the main features of the approach.

Let us assume that we have a certain numberNref of
spherical monomer particles within a volumeV at tempera-
ture T. These spherical particles interact through a spher
pair potentialuref(r ); in this work, the pair potentialuref(r )
is the LJ potential with parameterss ande. We denote this
fluid as the reference fluid, and label its properties with
superscript ref. Let us also assume that in another conta
of volume V at temperatureT, we haveN5Nref/m fully
flexible chains ofm monomers each. By fully flexible chains
we mean chains ofm monomers with fixed bond length
between monomersL5s, and no other constraints~i.e.,
there is no restriction of either the bonding angles or of
torsional angles!. Each monomer of a given chain interac
with all the other monomers in the system, either in the sa
molecule, or in other molecules, with the only exception
the monomer/s to which it is bonded, interacting via the p
potentialuref(r ). The chain system described so far will b
denoted as the chain fluid. It follows from Wertheim’s TPT
that the free energyA of the chain model system can b
written as

A

NkBT
5 ln~rs3!211m

Aresidual
ref

NrefkBT
2~m21!ln yref~s!,

~1!

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant, andr5N/V the molecu-
lar number density. In Eq.~1!, we have set the de Brogli
thermal wavelength tos. This expression indicates that th
free energy of the chain may be obtained from a knowle
of the residual free energy of the reference fluidAresidual

ref and
the background pair correlation functionyref(s) of the refer-
ence fluid at the bonding distances.55,56 As y(r )
5exp@u(r)/kBT#g(r), and since in the case of the LJ potent
model the pair potential is zero atr 5s, for this particular
choice of bond length,y(s)5g(s). Replacing y(s) by
g(s) in Eq. ~1!, and differentiating the free energy with re
spect to density, the EOS is given by

Z5mZref2~m21!S 11r ref
] ln gref~s!

]r ref D , ~2!
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where we have defined the compressibility factor of the r
erence monomer system asZref5Pref/(r refkBT), with P be-
ing the pressure. The corresponding residual part of the
ternal energyU is given by

U

NkBT
5m

U ref

NrefkBT
1~m21!TS ] ln gref~s!

]T D . ~3!

We denote Eqs.~1!–~3! as Wertheim’s TPT1 theory.
It is useful to note here that the arguments used to de

Eqs.~1!–~3! make no special mention of the actual nature
the phase considered,48,57,58thus, this approach can be use
to describe both fluid and solid phases. In such a case
that is needed in order to obtain a unified theory for t
global phase equilibria of chain molecules is the residual f
energy, compressibility factor, and pair correlation functi
of the monomer system both in the fluid and solid phas
Johnsonet al.44,45 have provided values of the free energ
and structural properties@i.e., gref(s)] for the monomer LJ
fluid. In this work, we follow their implementation of the
TPT1 of Wertheim to model the fluid phases of 2CLJ m
ecules.

Van der Hoef59 has recently presented an analytical e
pression for the free energy of the LJ monomer solid o
tained by fitting the most recent simulation results for t
solid phase of this model to a simple functional expressi
We shall use his expression in this work. Values ofgref(s)
for the LJ monomer solid, which are also required in t
TPT1 approach, were obtained by computer simulation i
previous work51 for a number of temperatures and densitie
The simulations results forgref(s) were fitted to an empirica
expression of the same polynomial form than that propo
by Johnsonet al.45 for the fluid phase; the coefficients of th
polynomial can be found in Ref. 51.

III. SIMULATION DETAILS

In this work, we consider diatomic LJ model molecul
formed by two identical LJ sites~monomers! with a bond
distanceL5s, wheres is the diameter of the LJ monome
~i.e., the monomers are tangential!. We shall refer to the
model molecules as 2CLJ tangent. The pair interaction
tween a pair of molecules is given by

u~1,2!5(
i 51

i 52

(
j 51

j 52

4eF S s

r i j
D 12

2S s

r i j
D 6G , ~4!

wherer i j is the distance between site~monomer! i of mol-
ecule 1 and sitej of molecule 2. In order to determine th
global phase diagram of the 2CLJ tangent molecules,
have used various simulation techniques. Before describ
the details of each technique, it is useful to note that in all
simulations performed, the site–site LJ pair potential w
truncated at r c52.5s, and long-range corrections wer
added to all the computed thermodynamic properties~inter-
nal energy, pressure, and chemical potential! by assuming
that the site–site pair correlation function is equal to un
beyond the cutoff.60 A cycle is defined as a trial move pe
particle, and a trial volume change. In the case of the Gi
ensemble simulations, a cycle also includesNex attempts to
exchange particles between the boxes. Throughout this w
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE I. Vapor–liquid coexistence properties for the 2CLJ model withL* 51 as obtained from Gibbs en
semble Monte Carlo simulations for systems containing initially 5001500 molecules.r* indicates the reduced
number density of moleculesr* 5N/Vs3, U* is the residual internal energy per particle in units ofe, the
pressureP* is in units of e/s3, and the chemical potentialm* is in units of e. The reported pressures an
chemical potentials refer to values in the vapor phase~these values are equal to the corresponding values in
liquid phase within the statistical uncertainties!.

T* rv* r,* Uv* U,* P* m*

1.76 0.0822~58! 0.2116~158! 22.260(151) 25.07(32) 0.0723~19! 26.30(2)
1.75 0.0729~46! 0.2180~147! 22.034(124) 25.22(31) 0.0686~18! 26.32(3)
1.74 0.0677~61! 0.2225~116! 21.902(171) 25.33(24) 0.0655~24! 26.33(3)
1.72 0.0645~43! 0.2412~56! 21.840(110) 25.75(12) 0.0625~20! 26.31(2)
1.70 0.0543~31! 0.2472~63! 21.583(87) 25.89(14) 0.0564~19! 26.34(2)
1.65 0.0421~28! 0.2658~50! 21.276(85) 26.35(12) 0.0463~17! 26.37(3)
1.60 0.0322~22! 0.2812~34! 21.010(68) 26.75(8) 0.0372~17! 26.42(4)
1.55 0.0262~14! 0.2972~28! 20.849(49) 27.17(7) 0.0305~12! 26.44(3)
1.50 0.0205~12! 0.3097~19! 20.689(38) 27.51(5) 0.0243~10! 26.49(4)
1.45 0.0158~10! 0.3224~25! 20.549(37) 27.87(6) 0.0189~10! 26.54(5)
1.40 0.011 97~54! 0.3334~20! 20.431(22) 28.19(5) 0.014 33~55! 26.61(4)
1.35 0.009 46~35! 0.3440~21! 20.355(15) 28.51(6) 0.011 18~35! 26.63(3)
1.30 0.006 78~45! 0.3539~17! 20.263(19) 28.81(5) 0.007 96~47! 26.74(6)
1.20 0.003 53~14! 0.3725~18! 20.149(7) 29.39(5) 0.003 98~15! 26.92(4)
1.10 0.001 55~5! 0.3898~16! 20.073(3) 29.96(5) 0.001 65~5! 27.19(3)
1.00 0.000 60~3! 0.4061~12! 20.032(2) 210.50(4) 0.000 59~3! 27.45(4)
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we use reduced units, so thatT* 5T/(e/kB), r* 5rs3

5(N/V)s3, P* 5P/(e/s3), andU* 5U/(Ne).

A. Vapor–liquid equilibria

The vapor–liquid equilibria of the 2CLJ model has a
ready been considered by a number of authors. Using G
ensemble simulations, Dubeyet al.26 have obtained the
vapor–liquid equilibria of the 2CLJ model system for seve
bond lengths, includingL* 51. More recently, Stollet al.28

have studied the vapor–liquid transitions for this model
ing the NPT1test particle method. In the latter work, spec
emphasis was placed on the accurate determination of
critical properties of the system; however, in order to co
pare this with our theoretical calculations, which incorpor
the description of the solid phase as well as the fluid pha
we also have an interest in locating the triple point of t
2CLJ model. In this way, computer simulation data of t
vapor–liquid equilibria at lower temperatures than repor
previously is needed.

We have obtained the vapor–liquid properties of t
2CLJ model fluid withL* 51 using the standard Gibbs en
semble Monte Carlo simulation technique. At each tempe
ture T* , an initial configuration is generated by first equi
brating two subsystems~each containing 500 molecules! at
the given T* , and with initial vapor and liquid densitie
close to the expected coexistence values. Constant-vol
NVT Monte Carlo simulations are carried out in this equi
bration stage, which consisted of approximately 10 00
20 000 cycles. The resulting configurations are subseque
used as starting configurations for the Gibbs ensemble
which consisted of 50 000 equilibration cycles and 50 0
cycles for collecting averages. The coexistence densities
ternal energies, pressures, and chemical potentials for ea
the temperatures considered are presented in Table I.

At low temperatures, the probability of transferring pa
ticles between the two subsystems becomes extremely
Oct 2003 to 147.96.5.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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~of the order of 1.931025 at T* 51.0) and, therefore, the
Gibbs ensemble technique was found impracticable for te
peraturesT* ,1.0. As an~approximate! alternative, we per-
formed a series of constant-pressure NPT Monte Carlo si
lations of the liquid phase atP* 50 for temperatures in the
rangeT* <1.0. Given that the coexistence pressure atT*
51.0 is P* 50.000 59(3), this procedure is expected t
yield reliable estimates of the liquid densities at coexisten
Obviously, the estimates improve asT* decreases. The cor
responding results are included in Table II. It is important
note that even in the most unfavorable case (T* 51.0), the
resulting liquid density obtained with these NPT simulatio
@r,* 50.4058(14)# compares well with the valuer,*
50.4061(12) obtained using the Gibbs ensemble techniq

As well as determining the location of the triple point,

TABLE II. Density r* and residual internal energy~per particle! U* in the
liquid phase as obtained from NPT Monte Carlo simulations at zero pres
in a system of 500 2CLJ molecules withL* 51.

T* r* U*

1.00 0.4058~14! 210.50(5)
0.95 0.4139~14! 210.78(4)
0.90 0.4220~13! 211.06(4)
0.85 0.4295~12! 211.33(4)
0.80 0.4372~12! 211.61(4)
0.75 0.4451~13! 211.90(5)
0.70 0.4527~14! 212.19(5)
0.68 0.4575~12! 212.36(4)
0.66 0.4601~10! 212.46(5)
0.64 0.4630~12! 212.57(5)
0.62 0.4662~13! 212.70(5)
0.6 0.4697~13! 212.82(5)
0.58 0.4726~12! 212.94(4)
0.56 0.4755~13! 213.06(5)
0.54 0.4778~14! 213.15(5)
0.52 0.4799~11! 213.23(5)
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Helmholtz free energiesA for 2CLJ model systems withL* 51 at two state pointsT* , r* for two
solid structures. The simulation data were obtained from Einstein-crystal calculations (AEC) for both the dis-
ordered solid and for the ordered solid labeled as CP1~in Ref. 8!. For the disordered solid, the entrop
contribution due to the degeneracy of the fcc lattice~taken from Ref. 62! is added. Also included are the
corresponding values obtained from Wertheim’s TPT1 theory.

T* r* Method Structure AEC/(NkBT) Degeneracy A/(NkBT)

1 0.5490 Simulation Disordered solid 24.17(3) 21.5194 25.69(3)
1 0.5490 Theory Disordered solid 25.69
1 0.5490 Simulation Ordered CP1 solid 24.76(3) 0 24.76(3)
2 0.580 Simulation Disordered solid 3.13~2! 21.5194 1.61~2!
2 0.580 Theory Disordered solid 1.65
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is useful to consider the location of the critical point resu
ing from our Gibbs ensemble calculations. The critical te
peratureTc and densityrc are obtained using the simulatio
results for the vapor and liquid coexistence densities and
relations

r,* 2rv* 5A~T* 2Tc* !b, ~5!

and

r,* 1rv*

2
5B1CT* , ~6!

wherer,* andrv* are the liquid and vapor coexistence de
sities at temperatureT* , A, B, andC are constants, andb is
the corresponding critical exponent; a valueb51/3 was as-
sumed here. The critical pressurePc* is obtained using the
relation

ln P* 5a1bT* , ~7!

whereP* is the saturation pressure at temperatureT* , anda
andb are constants.

B. The solid phases

The simulation details regarding the solid phase
similar to those of previous works,8,9,51and hence we discus
here only the main features.

As mentioned in Sec. I we have considered two so
structures: An ordered CP1 structure8 and a disordered struc
ture. In the case of the CP1 solid structure,N5256 dimer
molecules are arranged in four layers with 64 2CLJ m
ecules in each layer. Since the solid CP1 structure does
have cubic symmetry the Rahman–Parrinello23 modification
of the constant-pressure NPT Monte Carlo technique is u
in order to allow for nonisotropic changes in the simulati
box shape.24 On the other hand, in the case of the disorde
structure, an fcc close-packed arrangement of atoms with
molecular bonds randomly distributed51 is generated. The
number of molecules in the disordered solid wasN5432.
Two different random structures were generated and the
sults reported here correspond to the average obtained
those different configurations. Since the distribution of bon
in the solid phase is isotropic, an isotropic scaling of t
volume is performed in these NPT simulations.

The simulations were started at very high pressu
where the density is close to the close-packing limit~no true
close-packing can be defined when a soft potential suc
the LJ is used, but the reduced number density of the h
Oct 2003 to 147.96.5.37. Redistribution subject to AIP
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sphere model at close packing can be used as a good sta
point!. After generating initial structures at the close-packi
density, these were expanded to lower densities by perfo
ing NPT simulations at slowly decreasing pressures. A ty
cal run of the solid phase involved 30 000 equilibrati
cycles followed by 30 000 cycles for obtaining equilibriu
properties.

In order to determine the fluid–solid equilibrium, th
free energy of the fluid and solid phases must be calcula
The residual free energy of the fluid phaseAres can be ob-
tained by thermodynamic integration,

Ares~r,T!

NkBT
5E

0

r ~Z~r,T8!21!

r
dr2E

T8

T U

NkBT2 dT. ~8!

Following Eq. ~8!, the free energies of the fluid phase at
temperatureT* 52 ~supercritical temperature! were obtained
via integration of the compressibility factor along the corr
sponding isotherm, while the free energies of the fluid ph
at T* 51 were obtained from those atT* 52 integrating
through isochores. In the case of the solid phase, the
energies can be calculated using the Einstein-cry
methodology.25 The method used here is quite similar to t
one described in previous works.8,10,17Translational and ori-
entational springs are used, with a maximum valuelmax

520 000 for both springs~note, however, that the units are o
kBT/s2 for the translational spring and ofkBT for the orien-
tational spring!. The free-energy calculations were perform
at T* 51 using ten different values ofl in the range 0<l
<lmax and, as before, the length of the runs for the fre
energy calculations was 30 000 equilibration cycles130 000
averaging cycles. In the case of the CP1 structure, it is
portant to mention that the shape of the equilibrium unit c
at a given density is slightly different from that of clos
packing; the free-energy calculations were carried out us
the equilibrium unit cell at each density. The free energy
the disordered structures was evaluated by considering
average of two independent disordered configurations.
results of the free-energy calculations for both the CP1 str
ture and the disordered structures are given in Table III.

C. Gibbs–Duhem simulations

Once the free energies of the fluid and solid phases
known at a fixed temperature (T* 51, in this work!, the
fluid–solid equilibrium can be determined by equating t
pressures and chemical potentials of both phases. Resu
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the fluid–solid equilibrium at this temperature are reported
Table IV. In order to obtain the complete fluid–solid coe
istence curve in a range of temperatures, the Gibbs–Du
integration technique can be used. We have used a mod
version of the Clausius equation

S dP

dTD5
Dh

TDv
, ~9!

which can be written as

S ln P

db D52
Dh

bPDv
5 f , ~10!

whereb51/T, andDh andDv are the enthalpy and volum
changes per particle between the fluid and solid phases
spectively. The integration of Eq.~10! requires an initial co-
existence point~here, the fluid–solid equilibrium results a
T* 51 are used!, a simple trapezoidal rule can then be us
with a stepDb. One assumes that for a certain temperat
T0 , the coexistence pressureP0 is known, and that we wish
to calculate the coexistence pressureP1 for a temperature
T1 . An initial guess ofP1 is estimated as

P1,15P0 exp~Db f 0!. ~11!

TABLE IV. Fluid–solid coexistence properties obtained using the Gibb
Duhem integration scheme for the 2CLJ model system withL* 51. The
solid structure corresponds to that of the disordered solid. The initial e
librium point for the Gibbs–Duhem integration was a state atT* 51 and
P* 54.37. Two Gibbs–Duhem integration series were performed star
from the state atT* 51, the first one was extended to higher temperatu
and the second one to lower temperatures. The equilibrium state atT* 52
with the asterisk was obtained from the Einstein-crystal calculations
sented in Table III.r f* andrs* are the fluid and solid densities at fluid–sol
coexistence, respectively.

T* P* r f* rs* T* P* r f* rs*

2.1053 20.3695 0.5393 0.5835 1.0000 4.3700 0.4871 0.5
2.0000 18.7356 0.5348 0.5798 0.9804 4.1131 0.4855 0.5
2.0000* 18.5100 0.5347 0.5784 0.9615 3.8667 0.4839 0.53
1.9048 17.2771 0.5311 0.5761 0.9434 3.6311 0.4827 0.5
1.8182 15.9662 0.5278 0.5728 0.9259 3.4053 0.4816 0.5
1.7391 14.7805 0.5242 0.5695 0.9091 3.1885 0.4803 0.5
1.6667 13.7032 0.5214 0.5669 0.8929 2.9800 0.4794 0.5
1.6000 12.7240 0.5182 0.5637 0.8772 2.7795 0.4786 0.5
1.5385 11.8276 0.5154 0.5613 0.8621 2.5868 0.4773 0.5
1.4815 11.0048 0.5125 0.5587 0.8475 2.4016 0.4768 0.5
1.4286 10.2476 0.5104 0.5565 0.8333 2.2235 0.4759 0.5
1.3793 9.5486 0.5075 0.5542 0.8197 2.0514 0.4746 0.5
1.3333 8.9020 0.5054 0.5520 0.8065 1.8856 0.4734 0.5
1.2903 8.2991 0.5030 0.5500 0.7937 1.7260 0.4730 0.5
1.2500 7.7399 0.5012 0.5480 0.7812 1.5721 0.4720 0.5
1.2121 7.2180 0.4990 0.5461 0.7692 1.4233 0.4712 0.5
1.1765 6.7299 0.4970 0.5444 0.7576 1.2795 0.4705 0.5
1.1429 6.2743 0.4948 0.5427 0.7463 1.1401 0.4690 0.5
1.1111 5.8470 0.4936 0.5412 0.7353 1.0056 0.4684 0.519
1.0811 5.4437 0.4915 0.5393 0.7246 0.8753 0.4675 0.5
1.0526 5.0650 0.4897 0.5380 0.7143 0.7492 0.4665 0.5
1.0256 4.7082 0.4882 0.5364 0.7042 0.6269 0.4655 0.5
1.0000 4.3700 0.4871 0.5354 0.6944 0.5084 0.4656 0.5

0.6849 0.3930 0.4637 0.5166
0.6757 0.2813 0.4631 0.5160
0.6667 0.1727 0.4629 0.5152
0.6579 0.0671 0.4621 0.5150
0.6494 0.0003 0.4617 0.5147
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A simulation is then carried out at temperatureT1 and pres-
sureP1,1, and the right-hand side of Eq.~10! ~i.e., the func-
tion f 1,1) is evaluated. A second guess forP1 is given by

P1,25P0 exp~Db~ f 01 f 1,1!/2!. ~12!

A simulation at temperatureT1 and pressureP1,2 is carried
out, and the right-hand side of Eq.~10! ~i.e., the function
f 1,2) evaluated. Similarly, a third guess forP1 is

P1,35P0 exp~Db~ f 01 f 1,2!/2!. ~13!

Finally, the estimate of the coexistence pressureP1 corre-
sponding toT1 is obtained as

P15~P1,21P1,3!/2. ~14!

The length of the runs at eachP1,1, P1,2, and P1,3 were
typically of 5000 equilibration cycles and 5000 averagi
cycles. Once the coexistence pressure for a temperatu
determined, runs of 30 000130 000 cycles are used to dete
mine the equilibrium properties at coexistence. We have ty
cally used a stepD3* 5D3e50.02 in the integration. The
algorithm was checked by implementing this Gibbs–Duh
integration scheme to determine the fluid–solid equilibriu
properties of a LJ monomer system; excellent agreem
with previous results obtained by other authors w
found.59,61We estimate the uncertainty of our Gibbs–Duhe
simulation results to be approximately 0.5%.

In the implementation of the Gibbs–Duhem method,
have carried out isotropic NPT simulations for the flu
phase, isotropic NPT simulations for the disordered so
structure, and nonisotropic NPT simulations for the orde
solid structure. The Gibbs–Duhem calculations were run
a dual Athlon XP2000 and a parallel version of the progr
was developed usingOPENMP. In this way, the Gibbs–
Duhem simulations were almost twice as fast as those un
taken on a single processor.

IV. RESULTS

First, we examine the vapor–liquid equilibria. In Table
the results of the vapor–liquid Gibbs ensemble simulatio
can be seen and, in Table II, the NPT simulations at z
pressure are presented. The estimated critical propertie
the 2CLJ fluid obtained using the computer simulation d
in this work are Tc* 51.784(7), rc* 50.144(3), and Pc*
50.103(13). These results are in good agreement with
previous estimates of Dubeyet al.26 (Tc* 51.78(1), andrc*
50.149(1)). In Figs. 1 and 2, the vapor–liquid coexisten
densities and the vapor pressure curve obtained from
simulations and from Wertheim’s TPT1 are presented,
spectively. The results of Dubeyet al.26 are also included for
comparison. As expected, Wertheim’s TPT1 provides a v
good description of the vapor–liquid coexistence proper
~densities and pressures! of the 2CLJ model fluid.

Let us now focus on the properties of the solid phase
Sec. II, we provided the main expressions of the EOS of
2CLJ model in the solid phase following the TPT1 fram
work of Wertheim; the equation was presented in a previ
work,51 and additional details can be found therein. The fr
energies of the solid phases obtained by computer simula
in this work are presented in Table III. As mentioned earli
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in the case of the disordered solid structure, the results
respond to the average of two independent disordered
figurations. In Table III, the calculated free energies us
Wertheim’s TPT1 have also been included. It can be s
that the theoretical approach provides accurate prediction
the free energy of the disordered solid. It is important to n
here that, in order to obtain the free energy of the disorde
solid, the contribution of the degeneracy entropy must
added to the free energy obtained from the Einstein-cry
calculations. This is due to the fact that this method provi
the free energy associated with a given solid configura
and, therefore, the degeneracy entropy must be added t
count for the number of ways of organizing a disorder
solid configuration. In the case of dimer molecules on an

FIG. 1. Vapor–liquid coexistence curve (T–r representation! for the 2CLJ
model system withL* 51 from computer simulation~symbols! and predic-
tions from Wertheim’s TPT1~curve!. The open circles correspond to th
Gibbs ensemble Monte Carlo simulation results obtained in this work,
squares to the Gibbs ensemble data obtained by other authors~see Ref. 26!,
the diamonds to the liquid densities obtained in this work using NPT Mo
Carlo simulations at zero pressure, and the closed circle to the critical p
@estimated by the scaling relations given by Eqs.~5! and ~6!#.

FIG. 2. Vapor pressure curve (P–T representation! for the 2CLJ model
system withL* 51 from computer simulation~symbols! and predictions
from Wertheim’s TPT1~curve!. See Fig. 1 for details of the symbols.
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lattice, the estimation of the number of ways of arranging
configuration is known as the ‘‘dimer problem.’’ Nagle62 pro-
posed an accurate estimate of the degeneracy entropy g
A/(NkBT)521.5194. It is clear from Table III that, for a
given density, the free energy of the disordered solid is low
than that of the ordered CP1 solid, meaning that the sta
solid structure for the 2CLJ model corresponds to the dis
dered solid and not to the ordered CP1 solid. This was fi
shown in a two-dimensional hard-disk dimer system
Wojciechowskiet al.;52,53 our results indicate that the sam
conclusion holds true in the case of a three-dimensio
2CLJ solid. It is important to note, however, that~stable!
disordered structures are not possible for values ofL* sig-
nificantly different from unity. For values ofL* less than 1,
the stable solid phase is expected to exhibit an ordered s
ture; i.e., the singular nature of the model withL* 51 makes
the existence of the disordered solid possible.

Once the free energy of the solid is known, it is possib
to determine the fluid–solid equilibrium for a given temper
ture. The equilibrium pressure corresponding to a tempe
ture T* 51 is found to beP* 54.37. This coexistence poin
can then be used as the starting point for the Gibbs–Duh
integration. Representative coexistence points obtained u
the Gibbs–Duhem integration method are presented in T
IV. In Fig. 3, the temperature–density projection of the g
bal ~solid–liquid–vapor! phase diagram for a 2CLJ mode
system is shown, and in Fig. 4, the pressure–tempera
projection is presented. The triple-point temperature, e
mated using the simulation results of this work, is found
be Tt* 50.650(4). This temperature is found both by ex
trapolating the fluid–solid coexistence pressure to zero~the
pressure at the triple point is expected to be very close
zero!, and by finding the temperature at which the density
the fluid at zero pressure becomes identical to that of
fluid at the fluid–solid coexistence curve. The correspond

e

e
int

FIG. 3. T–r representation of the global phase diagram~including vapor,
liquid, and solid phases! for the 2CLJ model system withL* 51 from simu-
lation results ~symbols! and predictions from Wertheim’s TPT1~solid
curves!. The closed squares correspond to the triple-point properties
mated from simulation, the ‘‘up’’ triangles to the fluid–solid coexisten
data obtained from Gibbs–Duhem simulations, and the inverted triangle
the vapor–solid coexistence data obtained from NPT simulations at
pressure. The remaining symbols are the same as those in previous fig
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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coexistence densities at the triple point arer f* 50.462, and
rs* 50.515. In Figs. 3 and 4, the results obtained using
equations based on Wertheim’s TPT1 are also included.
clearly seen that the theory provides an accurate descrip
of the coexistence properties of the 2CLJ model, includ
the fluid–solid equilibria. The theory predicts a triple point
Tt* 50.653, in excellent agreement with the simulation
sult. The triple-point temperature in a LJ monomer syst
predicted by the theory~i.e., m51 here! is found to beTt*
50.687, which is also in excellent agreement with the co
puter simulation estimate of Agrawal and Kofke61 (Tt*
50.687). As can be seen, the triple-point temperature of
LJ dimer is 5% lower than that of the LJ monomer. T
comparison can be seen more clearly in Fig. 5, where
phase diagram of the monomer LJ and of the 2CLJ mo

FIG. 4. P–T representation of the global phase diagram~vapor, liquid, and
solid phases! for the 2CLJ model system withL* 51 from simulation re-
sults~symbols! and Wertheim’s TPT1~solid curves!. See Fig. 3 for details of
the symbols. The inset shows theP–T diagram at high pressure.

FIG. 5. T–r representation of the global phase diagram~vapor, liquid, and
solid phases! of the LJ system~solid curves!, and that of the 2CLJ mode
system withL* 51 ~dashed curves!. The reduced number density of mono
mers is denoted asrm* 5mr* .
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systems are shown. Note that in the Fig. 5, the density
expressed as the number of monomers per unit volume.

It is also useful to compare these results with those
the case in which the ordered structure of 2CLJ molecule
considered to be the stable phase. In Fig. 6, the phase
gram in such a case is presented. Results for the fl
ordered solid transition found from Gibbs–Duhem simu
tions are presented in Table V. The triple point in this ca
would be located atTt50.534(5). Thelower stability of the
ordered phase provokes a decrease in the triple-point t
perature, shifting the fluid–solid equilibrium to higher de
sities. The triple-point temperature of the 2CLJ model s
tem with L* 50.67 has been determined by Lisal an

FIG. 6. T–r representation of the global phase diagram of the 2CLJ sys
obtained in this work from Gibbs–Duhem simulations in the case of
ordered CP1 solid phase. The symbols have the same meaning as th
Fig. 3.

TABLE V. Fluid–solid coexistence conditions obtained using the Gibb
Duhem integration method for a 2CLJ model system withL* 51. The solid
structure corresponds to that of the ordered CP1 solid. The initial equ
rium point for the Gibbs–Duhem integration was a state atT* 51 andP*
511.10. The density at coexistence of the fluid is denoted asr f* , whereas
that of the solid is denoted asrs* .

T* P* r f* rs*

1.0000 11.1000 0.5399 0.5741
0.9524 9.8125 0.5346 0.5693
0.9091 8.6666 0.5318 0.5653
0.8696 7.6431 0.5259 0.5612
0.8511 7.1734 0.5233 0.5595
0.8163 6.3058 0.5191 0.5560
0.7843 5.5254 0.5149 0.5524
0.7692 5.1614 0.5141 0.5510
0.7407 4.4873 0.5107 0.5476
0.7143 3.8734 0.5064 0.5448
0.6897 3.3110 0.5031 0.5419
0.6780 3.0481 0.5014 0.5409
0.6431 2.2769 0.4966 0.5365
0.6116 1.5988 0.4921 0.5331
0.5831 0.9989 0.4882 0.5293
0.5571 0.4648 0.4825 0.5260
0.5494 0.3077 0.4830 0.5253
0.5347 0.0209 0.4794 0.5232
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Vacek36 at Tt* 50.62 ~in this case, the stable structure of th
solid is the ordered one!. When compared to the critica
point, the ratioTt /Tc in the system withL* 50.67 takes a
valueTt /Tc50.27, while for the model withL* 51 this ra-
tio takes a valueTt /Tc50.36 when the~stable! disordered
structure is considered, andTt /Tc50.30 when the ordered
CP1 structure is assumed. These calculations show tha
the ordered solid, the ratioTt /Tc is roughly constant with a
value of about 0.27, and slowly increases withL* . This con-
clusion holds for systems with bond lengthsL* .0.4 ~no
plastic crystal phases are possible!.63 A marked difference is
noted in comparison with theTt /Tc ratio of the LJ monomer
fluid (Tt /Tc50.687/1.3150.52). In summary, the triple
point temperature is about 0.3 of the critical point in the ca
of 2CLJ fluids with L* .0.4, but it is 1/2 of the critical
temperature in monomer LJ fluids. More work is needed
assess the variation ofTt /Tc with L* , especially in the range
of small values ofL* where plastic crystal phases are po
sible. However, the results of this work allow one to obtain
tentative value for the ratioTt /Tc of 2CLJ models of varying
L* . This is presented in Fig. 7. The results of this work a
in line with the predictions of the mean-field theory propos
by Paraset al.63

Let us finish by discussing the phase behavior of
2CLJ at very low temperatures. For the range of tempe
tures considered so far~above the triple point!, the disor-
dered solid phase was found to be the stable phase. How
it is not clear which is the stable solid phase at very l
temperatures, since the ordered and disordered solids
different thermodynamic properties. The differences may
summarized as follows. For a certain temperature and d
sity, the ordered solid has a slightly higher pressure, an
slightly lower internal energy, than the disordered so
Zero-pressure densities of the ordered solid are slig
smaller than those of the disordered solid. The differen

FIG. 7. Sketch of theTt /Tc ratio for 2CLJ model systems.~See Refs. 61
and 36, respectively, for the results forL* 50 and those corresponding t
L* 50.67.) The results forL* 51 were obtained in this work, both for th
ordered~open circle! and disordered solid structures~filled circle!. The solid
line connects the simulation results~of Ref. 36! with those of the ordered
solid of this work. The dashed line is a sketch, and is not based on cal
tions.
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are small, but clearly visible. Simulations results for order
and disordered solids were presented in tabular form in R
51 and shall not be reproduced here. In order to evaluate
free energy of the ordered and disordered solid phases at
temperatures, we have performed NVT simulations of
solid phase at constant densityr* 50.549~using the equilib-
rium shape of the unit cell!, starting at temperatureT* 51
and ending atT* 50.20. Thermodynamic integration yield
the following expression for the free energies of the so
phase along the isochore:

A

NkBT
~r* 50.549,T* !5

A

NkBT
~r* 50.549,T* 51!

2E
1

T* U

Ne~T* !2 dT* . ~15!

To perform the integral of Eq.~15!, we have fitted the
residual internal energy to the following expression:

U

Ne
5c01c1T* 1c2~T* !21c3~T* !31c4~T* !4. ~16!

The values of coefficientsc02c4 from Eq. ~16!, corre-
sponding to the ordered solid, are216.538, 2.3769,
20.074 064,20.141 85, and 0.090 332, whereas those
the disordered solid are216.223, 2.5488,20.38 096,
0.271 78, and20.116 38. The values of the free energy
the reference state defined byr* 50.549 andT* 51 for the
ordered and disordered solids were taken from Table III
was found that the Helmholtz free energies of the orde
and disordered solids were identical forr* 50.549 andT*
50.28. NPT simulations were performed for both the o
dered and disordered solids atT* 50.28, and the EOS and
chemical potentials were evaluated for both types of sol
It was found that at low pressures, the ordered solid w
more stable~lower chemical potential for a certain pressur!
than the disordered solid. At high pressures, the disorde
solid turns out to be the stable phase. We locate the fi
order phase transition between the ordered and the d
dered solid phase atP* 50.54 for T* 50.28. Taking this
state as the initial equilibrium point, Gibbs–Duhem integ
tion was performed in order to evaluate the coexistence
between the ordered and the disordered solid. Results
presented in Table VI and Figs. 8 and 9. As can be seen
ordered solid is indeed the stable phase at low temperat
and pressures. The vapor-ordered solid-disordered s
triple point is located atT* 50.282, the densities of the or
dered and disordered solids beingro* 50.5433 and rd*
50.5462, respectively. It is noticeable in Fig. 8 that the de
sity jump between the two solid phases is small, and in Fi
that the slope of the ordered solid–disordered solid ph
transition is negative. Using the Clapeyron relation, it can
shown that the negative slope follows from a negative va
of Dv ~the disordered solid has a higher density than
ordered one! and a positive value ofDh ~the disordered solid
has a higher enthalpy than the ordered solid!. Is it possible to
provide a simple explanation for the fact that the orde
solid is the stable phase at low temperatures? Notice tha
are using classical statistical thermodynamics here~although
for a real substance at such low temperatures, a quan

la-
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treatment would be required!. The key issue is that for a
certain density, the internal energy of the ordered solid
lower than that of the disordered solid. This is due to the f
that the ordered solid is noncubic and can distort~relax! the
lattice parameters in an attempt to decrease the interna
ergy. The disordered solid cannot optimize the parameter
the unit cell since the distribution of bonds in the solid
isotropic. Notice that we are using anisotropic NPT Mon
Carlo ~Rahman–Parrinello type! for the ordered solid and
isotropic NPT for the disordered solid. In the integrand
Eq. ~15!, the internal energy appears as divided by (1/T2).

TABLE VI. Ordered solid–disordered solid coexistence conditions obtai
using the Gibbs–Duhem integration method for a 2CLJ model system
L* 51. The initial equilibrium point for the Gibbs–Duhem integration was
state atT* 50.28 andP* 50.54. The density at coexistence of the order
solid is denoted asro* , whereas that of the disordered solid is denoted
rd* .

T* P* ro* rd*

0.2800 0.5400 0.5476 0.5507
0.2652 2.8245 0.5627 0.5657
0.2518 4.7287 0.5729 0.5761
0.2397 6.4268 0.5812 0.5846
0.2288 7.8639 0.5876 0.5914
0.2141 9.6654 0.5953 0.5995
0.2011 11.1460 0.6013 0.6057
0.1897 12.4245 0.6063 0.6109
0.1795 13.5732 0.6107 0.6152
0.1522 16.8007 0.6221 0.6266
0.1321 19.3293 0.6302 0.6346
0.1167 21.3610 0.6365 0.6408
0.1045 23.0255 0.6414 0.6457

FIG. 8. Global phase diagram~in the T–r representation! of the 2CLJ
model as obtained from the simulation results of this work. The solid li
correspond to the ordered–disordered solid coexistence curve, the up
triangles to the vapor-ordered solid-disordered solid triple-point obtai
from Gibbs–Duhem integration, the ‘‘left-hand side’’ triangles to the vap
ordered solid coexistence data obtained from NPT simulations at zero
sure, and the remaining symbols are the same as those in Fig. 3. The re
of stability of the ordered solids~OS! and disordered solids~DS! solids are
also shown. Two triple points appear in the phase diagram: The vap
liquid-disordered solid point, located atTt* 50.650~filled squares!, and the
vapor-ordered solid-disordered solid point, located atTt* 50.282~filled tri-
angles!.
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Therefore, the integrand becomes large at low temperat
and differences between ordered and disordered solids ca
significant at low temperatures. In fact, this is exactly wh
happens. The lower internal energy of the ordered solid
able to compensate for the absence of the degeneracy
tropy. This leads to the appearance of an small region
stability for the ordered solid in the phase diagram.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The global phase diagram of 2CLJ model molecu
with L* 51 has been determined by computer simulatio
The vapor–liquid equilibria was obtained using Gibbs e
semble simulations and NPT simulations at zero press
were used to determine the orthobaric densities at low t
peratures. In terms of the fluid–solid equilibria, free-ener
calculations at a given temperature and density were
carried out, and the equilibrium at the specified point w
obtained. The Gibbs–Duhem integration method was t
used to determine the complete fluid–solid coexiste
curve. It is found that the equilibrium solid structure for th
2CLJ withL* 51 corresponds to a disordered solid in whi
the atoms form an fcc lattice but the molecular bonds
oriented randomly within the lattice. The correspondi
triple-point properties are found to beTt* 50.650, r f*
50.462, andrs* 50.515. As was found for two-dimensiona
disk dimers and for fully flexible hard-sphere chains, t
stable solid structure is a disordered one. This seems to
general feature of fully flexible models of chain molecul
formed by tangent monomers. Wojciechowskiet al.52,53 sug-
gested this possibility. Note, however, that the equilibriu
solid structures in models with arbitrary values ofL* are not
expected to be disordered; it is likely that molecular syste
with a bond lengthL* different from 1 will exhibit ordered
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FIG. 9. Global phase diagram~in the P–T representation! of the 2CLJ
model as obtained from the simulation results of this work. The solid l
corresponds to the disordered solid–ordered solid coexistence obtained
Gibbs–Duhem integration, and the symbols are the same as those in F
The regions of stability of the fluid (F), the OS and the DS are also show
Two triple points appear in the phase diagram: The vapor–liquid-disorde
solid and vapor-ordered solid-disordered solid points. The pressure cu
associated with both sublimation lines~vapor-ordered solid and vapor
disordered solid! are not visible on the scale.
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structures as the stable solid phases. We have shown
Wertheim’s TPT1 can be used to study both fluid and so
phases of chainlike LJ molecules. The theoretical appro
provides not only an accurate EOS, but also accurate va
of the free energies for both fluid and solid phases. A
result, we have been able to show the excellent agreem
found between the computer simulation phase equilibri
data and the calculated phase diagram for the 2CLJ m
system, including the vapor–liquid–solid triple point. Th
article validates the fact that Wertheim’s TPT1 can be use
predict phase diagrams of fully flexible LJ chains as was fi
shown in Ref. 51. By comparing the triple-point temperatu
Tt of the 2CLJ with that of the monomer, it is found that th
dimer system has aTt 5% lower than that of the monome
system.

The fluid–solid equilibrium between the fluid and a
ordered solid has also been obtained by means of comp
simulations. In this case, the triple point is found atTt*
50.534, which means that the ratioTt /Tc50.30 for the or-
dered solid withL* 51. Lisal and Vacek36 evaluated this
ratio for a system withL* 50.67 obtainingTt /Tc50.27. It
seems that in 2CLJ systems, the ratioTt /Tc slowly increases
with L* in the region where the stable solid phase is order
i.e., 0.4<L* ,1, as was predicted some time ago using
mean-field approach.63

For the model considered here, the 2CLJ withL* 51,
the disordered solid was found to be the stable solid ph
for most of thermodynamic conditions. However, it has be
found that at very low temperatures~substantially below the
triple point!, the stable solid phase is an ordered solid. T
lower internal energy of the ordered solid is able to comp
sate for the absence of the degeneracy entropy leading t
appearance of an small region of stability for the orde
solid.
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